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ABSTRACT 
A new algorithm for c l ique-detect ion i a graph is introduced.  The method  rests on the so- 
called "decompos i t ion  of  a graph into a chain o f  subgraphs" and on the corresponding so- 
called , 'quasi -b lockdiagonal isat ion" f  the adjacency matrix. A FORTRAN IV computer -  
program is presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ever more use has been made in the sociometric 
literature of the post-war period of graph-theoretical 
concepts to give the intuitive clique notion a formal 
content. Numerous chemes for detecting cliques in 
a given structure have been designed as a conse- 
quence of this theoretical enrichment of the subject. 
However, few clique-detection algorithms o far are 
transparent or lead to reasonably uncomplicated com- 
puter programs. 
In the first section we shall present he commonly 
employed efinitions of cliques and allied concepts, 
after which we shall briefly digress on the existing 
detection devices. 
An operation on graphs will be introduced which 
will clear the road for the use of a new type of 
matrix-configuration, i. e. the quasi-blockdiagonal 
matrix configuration. 
In the second and third section some formal aspects 
of quasi-blockdiagonal (QBD) matrices are examined. 
It will become vident hat the referred to matrix- 
type constitutes in a natural way the core of an 
algorithm which is both intuitively clear and easily 
adaptable for computer application. 
Finally a FORTRAN IV computer program is present- 
ed. 
1. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS BY MEANS OF 
CLIQUE-DETECTION 
1.1. Definitions 
Consider the set of natural numbers N= (1, 2, 3 ..... n ) 
and II the set of all possible permutations defined 
on N. We call N the index set and represent each of 
the n! elements of II by 
vector lr = (v 1 ... .  , Vn)- 
Every 7r corresponds to a 
with elements Pipj = 8ij 
bol). It is clear that each 
of the rows and columns 
a so-called permutation 
permutation matrix P(rt) 
(~ij is the Kronecker sym- 
simultaneous rearrangement 
of any square matrix B 
with dimensions (n x n), according to the permuta- 
tion 7r, can be performed by means of the trans- 
formation 
B* = P(rr) BP'(zr) (1.1) 
with P'(rr) the transpose of P(Tr). 
Consider next a set of elements X= {x 1, x 2 . . . . .  Xn) 
o .., vo vo i and call ¢r o = (v~, v2'" n)' where 1 = 
(i = 1 ... . .  n), the "basic" permutation of the 
O elements of X. Each v i in zr o can be regarded as a 
numerical "name" of the corresponding element of 
the ordered set 
X =<X;Tr  o>=<x 1,x 2 ... . .  x n> 
Let us consider a set U C X x X, i.e. a subset of 
the Cartesian product defined on X, in other words 
a set of binary relations between the elements of X. 
The relational system G formed by the set of 
elements X and the set of relations U is called a 
directed graph. 
We wr i teG=<X,U>.  
The ordered pair < xi, xj > is part of U if x i is in 
relation with xj (or if x i influences, supplies, has 
power over or feels some friendship for x j, etc.). 
If each relation < x i, xj > E U is given the same 
intensity, G is a univalent graph. Unless the contrary 
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is stated explicitely, the rest of this article will be 
devoted to the analysis of univalent graphs. 
The basic permutation zr o corresponds to a square 
matrix A (Tro) for which it holds that 
l ai j= 1 if <x i ,  x j>EU 
la i j=0  if <x i ,  x j~>~U fori,  jEN  
l__ 
We call A(rro) the basic adjacency matrix of the 
graphG =<X;U>.  
To each other permutation a"corresponds a matrix 
A(rr), which can be written as 
A(rr) = P (rr) A(rro) P'(rr) and to which it applies 
that 
~ ai j= 1 if <Xvi,  Xvj2>EU 
aij 0 if <xv i ,  Xv j>~U 
k_ 
for i,j E N 
(1.2) 
We call A(rr) the adjacency matrix of the graph 
G = < X, U > corresponding to the permutation 7r. 
We call G' = < X', U' > a subgraph ofG i fX 'C  X 
and if U' contains all relations of U with starting- 
point and end in X'. Consequently, 
U' = (X' x X') (3 U. A subgraph is maximal with 
respect o a given characteristic if no larger subgraph 
exists with the same characteristic. A graph or sub- 
graph G is complete if to each pair x i and xj it 
applies that < x i, xj > ~ U, if i =~ j. 
G is complete and reflexive if in addition 
< xi, x i > ~ U for each i~N.  For a thorough 
introduction to graph-theoretical oncepts, see 
HARARY, NORMAN and CARTWRIGHT [6]. 
A clique can now be defined as a maximal, com- 
plete subgraph of a given graph or, in other words, 
a subset C of X is a clique if each element of C has 
a symmetrical relation to each other element of C, 
and if no element of X exists which does not be- 
long to C and which also is symmetrically related 
to each element of C. The subgraph G C = < C, UC> 
will be called the graph of the clique C in 
G=<X,U>,whereU C = (CxC)  nU =(C xC). 
Following LUCE and PERRY [13], the sociometric 
literature has narrowed this clique-concept to Jr- 
reflexive subgraphs with at least three elements (no 
"loops"). LUCE and PERRY use the term 1-clique 
in order to discern it from the more general m- 
clique for which it is no longer necessary for each 
element o have a direct link with each other 
element, but rather that at least one q-path exists 
from each element xi to each xj (1 <__ q <__ m) ; a 
q-path being defined as an ordered set of q + 1 
elements < x I . . . . .  Xq + 1 5 '  together with q direct. 
edlines <x  1 ,x  2 > . . . . .  <Xq, Xq+l  >'which 
are "tied" to each other in the same direction. We 
shall speak of a q-semipath if the q lines do not 
necessarily indicate the same direction. 
1.2. Review of some clique-detection methods 
a/ The first rigorous clique-detection devices have 
been designed by FESTINGER [4] and LUCE and 
PERRY [13]. Their method is effective for dis- 
junct clique-structures only. They make use of 
the symmetrized adjacency matrix 
S = {sij = aij aj i l  i,j E N }. 
It can easily be shown that for every element xi
in a disjunct clique with t members, the cor- 
responding element s! 3) on the main diagonal of 
11 
the matrix S 3 obeys the relation 
s (3) ii = X Y. = ( t -1 ) ( t -2 )  j k sij sJ k ski 
To every member of any clique in a disjunct 
clique-structure corresponds therefore a same 
value on the main diagonal of S 3. It follows that 
the size and the composition of the concerned 
cliques can be readily derived. 
b/ The up to the present most general and widely 
used detection procedure is from HARARY and 
ROSS [7]. Their method can be considered as an 
extension of the technique of matrix multiplica- 
tion by LUCE and PERRY to overlapping cliques. 
The following general procedure is adopted : 
1. The "non-cliqual" elements are removed from 
the original graph. 
2. Every "uni-cliqual" element is traced up and 
remo/,ed after'the respective clique to which 
it belongs has been noted down. They use the 
properties of the element-wise matrix-product 
M = S2x S. The overall clique-detection 
method is repeated on the reduced graph 
which comes about in this manner. 
3. If in the course of reduction a graph is met 
which is only made up of "multi-cliqual" 
elements, it is decomposed into two subgraphs, 
each containing less cliques than their union. 
To that end the authors find the element xi 
corresponding to a minimal row-sum in M, as 
it can be proven that this element does not 
belong to all the cliques of the given graph. 
The first subgraph consists of x i and all its 
"co-cliquals", the second subgraph is made up 
of all elements xj which are not co-cliqual 
with x i, augmented with all the co-cliquals of 
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The decomposition ensures that there are no 
cliques belonging to the first subgraph as well 
as to the second, because cliques cannot at the_ 
to the second, because cliques cannot at the 
same time contain and exclude the element xi. 
Both subgraphs are then consecutively sub- 
jected to the global detection procedure. 
For a clear description and comments on the 
algorithm of HARARY and ROSS, see FELLING 
[3, pP" 100-116]. 
c~ A number of methods are based on the simul- 
taneous permutation of the rows and columns of 
the corresponding matrix of the examined struc- 
ture, in order to bring about a clustering of 
significant matrix-elements around the main 
diagonal (FORSYTH and KATZ [5], and KATZ 
[10]). These techniques of matrix manipulation 
bear a close resemblance to the methods of trian- 
gularisation and block-diagonalisation common 
in the economic input-output literature. 
They do not lead however to the unequivocal 
detection of cliques, as it is left to the researcher, 
by means of an arbitrarily choosen threshold 
value, to form groups for which the proportion 
between the number of "intra-clique" and "inter- 
clique" relations is "sufficiently" large. 
d/Still other procedures are available (see McRAE 
[14] who uses factor analysis techniques, and 
HUBBELL [9] who, as FORSYTH and KATZ, 
leans on input-output methods as a source of 
inspiration) which tackle structures of relations 
which are no longer binary. Their relative un- 
success - strict delimitation of cliques is not poss- 
ible - should not, in our view, be imputed to the 
implied transition from Boolean to real-valued 
matrices, but rather to the absence in the analysi_s 
of graph-theoretical concepts, and to the imposs- 
ibility to fit the relevant matrices in one of the 
fundamental types known in matrix algebra. 
In the following we shall introduce an algorithm 
which, we think, meets these two shortcomings and 
which, although primarily designed for non-valued 
directed graphs, lends itself also to the detection of 
cliques in valued graphs or multigraphs. 
1.3. Chains in a graph 
Consider e. g. the connected graph G = < X, U> 
with X = {Xl, x2, x3, x4 ' x5 ' x6 } 
andU= {<Xl ,  X2 >,<x l  ' 
< x 2, x 3 >,  < x 2, 
< x 3, x 5 >,  < x 4, 
< x 4, x 3 >,  < x 4, 
x 2 x 3 
-< 
Fig. 1. 
,x  6 
It is possible to "decompose" this graph in different 
ways in three or more overlapping subgraphs 
G i = < X i, U i> (i = 1 . . . . .  m). We shall speak of 
the decomposition of a graph in subgraphs, only if 
no subset X i is contained in any other subset 
Xj ( i , j  = 1 . . . . .  m ; i=kj), and if each element and 
each link in G can be classed in at least one sub- 
graph. For that matter, as only connected graphs 
are considered, it will clearly apply to every decom- 
position of G that each subset X i overlaps with at 
least one other subset Xj. 
Some examples of the decompositions of G are given 
in the figures 2a, b, c, d, e and f. 
2a  
2b 
<}<22 
x 4>,<x 2 ,x  1>,  ~,~ °] 
x 4 >,  < x 3 , x 4 >,  
X l>,  < x 4, x 2 >,  
x 5 >,  < x 5 , x 3 >,  
Fig. 2a, b, c, d. < x 5, x 4>,  < x 5, x 5 >,<x 6, x 3> }. 
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2e 
2 f  
Fig. 2 e, f. 
It can easily be verified that only the decompositions 
of G, corresponding to the figures 2d and 2e, can 
be cast in a chain-shaped form, i. e. as a one- 
dimensional disposition of elements, where the sub- 
graphs refer to elements which succeed each other 
directly. 
Indeed, 2d and 2e are resp. equivalent to 3a and 3b. 
x 1 x 2 ,l J, qxl,I 
or 
x l  
Fig. 3a. 
x 1 
" I 
" ...... I 
x2 [ x5 xt~ I x3 
=, 
or 
x 6 
l-I I-I 
] ' I 
Fig. 3b. 
It is now possible to give a formal definition of a 
chain of subsets in a graph. 
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DEFINITION 
If in a connected graph G = < X, U >,  where 
X = {Xl, x 2 ..... x n ) and U _ (X x X), the sub- 
graphsG i=<Xi ,  Ui > ( i= l , . . . ,  m) aredis. 
tinguished, for which it holds that 
UX i=X 1 
UUi=U 
i 
xig xj 
(i,j = 1 . . . . .  m; i e j) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
then the ordered set K = < X 1, X 2 . . . .  , X m> is 
called a "chain of subsets in G", if a permutation 
vector 7r = (/)1'/22' " " '  Vn) and a corresponding 
ordered set X =<X;~r>=<xv 1 ,xv  2 . . . .  ,xvn > 
exist, such that 
X i=  {XVk i , x v . . . . .  x v } (1.6) 
k i + 1 ~i 
( ie  {1 . . . . .  m})  
and 
ki < ki + 1 
~i < ~i + 1 (13) 
(k 1= 1 ;£m=n;  i= l , . . . ,m-1)  
where k i and J~i is the posidon index of resp. the first 
and the last element of X_. in the ordered set X. 
We use the expression "c~ain of cliques in G". if, in 
addition, U i = X i x X i for every i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
PROPER TIES 
If K = < X1, X 2 . . . . .  Xm> is a chain of subsets in 
the graph G, defined on the ordered set ~( = <X;e>, 
a) then two dements of X which are mutually related, 
are both e.lements of at least one subset in the 
chain, for < x i, xj > E U implies according to (1.4) 
that <x  i, x j>~ U k for at least one index k;be- 
cause U k = (X k x Xk) ~ U this means that 
xj }c Xk; 
b) and if the set C C X forms a clique then C will be 
included in at least one subset of the chain. Let C 
be a 3-elementary clique, C = {x i, xj, x k ). Accord" 
ing to the above property, we know that the ele- 
ments of the pairs {x i, xj }, resp. {xj, x k } and 
{Xk, x i } belong to the same subsets Xh, resp. 
X h, , and Xh,, • 
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This means that either the elements xi, xj and 
Xk are part of the same subset 
({xi, xj, x k )  C X h NX h, N Xh,,) or 
Xh ' X h, and Xh, make up a configuration as 
depicted in figure 4, 
OBERHOFER [11], SIMPSON and TSUKUI [17]), 
use has been made exclusively of matrices which in 
all instances can be considered as special cases of 
the decomposable matrix. If however we start from 
the observation that indecomposability is the 
fundamental feature of most of the existing econom- 
ical and sociological structures, the introduction of 
a quasi-blockdiagonal matrix-type seems indicated. 
Simultaneous permutation of the rows and columns 
does not lead in that case to a partitioning of the 
matrix as with blockdiagonalisation, but rather to a 
configuration where the zero-elements have been 
"expelled" in a less restrictive manner symmetrically 
to the upper right-hand and lower left-hand corner. 
Figure 5 shows an example of such a configuration. 
meaning however that in the subgraph 
G C = < C, U C >,  the elements xi, xj and x k 
cannot be arranged so that X h, Xh,, Xh, would 
form a chain, which is contrary to the assumed 
hypothesis. This proof can easily be generalized 
to the case of cliques of any finite size; 
c) then two consecutive subsets in K overlap. 
This follows immediately from the assumption of 
connectedness and from the linearity of the chain 
structure; 
d) then any overlapping of two non-consecutive sub- 
sets in K is strictly included in all intermediate 
subsets. Consider X i and X h (h > i + 1). As over- 
lapping implies that k h < ~i' it follows immediat- 
ely from (1.7) that 
ki < ki + 1 < "'" < kh < ~i < "'" < £h ' which 
means that 
Xih = (X i N Xh) C Xj (j = i+  1 . . . . .  h - l ) .  
2. CLIQUE DETECTION THROUGH QUASI- 
BLOCKDIAGONALISATION 
11 12 13 i~ 
//"'/~ 3 1__8 ,~ . . . .  k 
Fig. 5. 
In the preceding section we examined some concepts 
and techniques which are used by sociometrists for 
structural analysis. Attention was focused on a 
specific arrangement of subsets in a graph in such a 
way that these subsets behave as links in a chain. 
On the other hand structural analysis of relational 
systems by means of the method of matrix categoris- 
ation has been refined and generalized through the 
introduction of a new matrix type [MEEUSEN and 
CUYVERS, 15]. Up to the present, especially in in- 
put-output literature (see CHENERY and WATA- 
NABE [1], HELMSTAEDTER [8], KORTE and Ahh, = {aij l  i=  k h .... ' kh+ 1 -1  ; 
J=£h ' - I  +1  . . . . .  ~h' ) =0 
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It applies that Ahh, = A'h, h = 0 (h' ¢ h ; 
h ,h '= 1 . . . . .  m-  1). 
We shall call quasi-blocks, the overlapping square 
matrices which cluster around the main diagonal, as 
a result of a QBD-procedure. One can verify easily 
that to each quasi-block 
Qh = (aij [ i , j  = k h . . . . .  ~h ) (2.1) 
corresponds an ordered subset 
Xh=<Xk h 'xk  h+l  . . . . .  x£ h > wherek h, 
resp. £h is the index for the position of the first, 
resp. last element of Xh in X. 
Hence, we can write for each submatrix Ahh, 
(2.2) 
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The matrices Ahh, are of course not necessarily 
square. Each matrix configuration satisfying the 
above-mentioned conditions is called quasi-block- 
diagonal. When quasi-blockdiagonalisation is carried 
out in a "maximal" way, we shall speak of "max- 
imal" quasi-blockdiagonalisation. We shall brietly 
go further into the substantial and the more formal 
aspects of the underlying maximalisation i  section 
~3 ~ " 
It will be shown now that the concepts of chain in 
a graph on the one hand and quasi-blockdiagonalisa- 
tion on the other are in fact equivalent. 
THEOREM 
Given the graph G = < X, U >,  the ordered set 
X=<x; r r>=<XVl  , xv2 . . . .  'Xvn> and the 
chain of subsets K __- < X 1 . . . . .  Xm> defined on 
this ordering (X h = {xvk h . . . .  ' xv£h }' 
h=l  . . . .  m). 
The ordering rr determines a QBD-matrix A(rr). 
Each subset X h corresponds to a quasi-block Qh 
in A(Tr) and Qh is the adjacency matrix of the sub- 
graph G h = < Xh, U h > corresponding to the 
permutation ft. 
PROOF 
Consider each pair of two consecutive subsets X h 
and X h + 1 in K (h = 1 . . . . .  m-  1). Construct he 
sets Yh = {xv I . . . . .  Xv } 
£h 
Z h = {Xvk h ' } + 1 .... Xvn 
By virtue of the chain structure in G we know that 
the intersection of Yh and Z h is equal to the inter- 
section of X h and X h + 1 
Xh, h+l=Yh°Z h=x hOxh+ 1 
= {XVkh , ' " ,  x v } 
+ 1 £h 
and that the only elements of Yh on the one hand, 
and Z h on the other hand, which are mutually re- 
lated, are part of this intersection. If ~/h' resp. Zh, 
is defined as the relative complement of Xh, h + 1 
with respect o Yh' resp. Z h, 
Yh=Yh-Xh ,  h+l={XEYh;  x (EXh,h+l )  
Zh=Zh-Xh,  h+l= {XEZh;  X@Xh, h+l}  
then we can write that 
Uyz = (Y h × zh) nU=¢ 
It follows immediately that for the matrix 
A(Tr) =P(r r )  A(rro) P'(Tr) 
it holds that 
aij = aji = 0 for f l~<i<kh+ 1 
£h<J~<n 
(h = 1 ... . .  m- l ) ,  
or, what amounts to the same, 
aij =a j i=  0 for f i=  k h . . . . .  kh+l -1  
[ j = £h, 1 + 1 . . . . .  £h' 
(h, h' = 1 . . . . .  m -1) 
These conditions are identical with (2.2), which 
means that A(Tr) is a QBD matrix, the quasi-blocks 
of which correspond to the ordered subsets 
X h = < xv . . . . .  Xv > (h = 1 ... . .  m). 
kh £h 
Following the definition in (2.1), these quasi-blocks 
can be written as 
Qh = {aij i i , j  = k h . . . . .  £h } 
It is easily seen that there is a one-to-one corres- 
pondence between aij and the ordered pair 
<xv i ,  xv j>EU h (U h =(X  hxXh)  nU) .Qh is  
therefore the adjacency matrix of the subgraph 
G h = < Xh, U h > corresponding to the permuta- 
tion 7r. 
We may now readily check the following properties : 
a) If in a quasi-block Qh = {aij I i,j = k h ..... ~h } 
it holds that aij = 1 for every i and j, then the 
corresponding subset 
X h = {Xvk h . . . . .  x v } in the chain K is a 
£h clique. 
This follows immediately from the clique defini- 
tion and from the configuration of the QBD 
matrix, implying that there is no element 
Xvg E X h for which in the adjacency matrix A(lr) 
a ig=ag i=  1 ( i=k  h . . . . .  £h)" 
t 
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b) An element Xvg can only be in a clique together 
with an element x v , if one or more consecutive g' 
subsets Xh exist in K, for which it holds that 
' x%, ) c x h . 
3. THE ALGORITHM 
with regard to the detection of all cliques in a given 
graph G, the foregoing reasoning implies that it is 
sufficient to quasi-blockdiagonalise the adjacency 
matrix A(lro) corresponding to G, and to repeat this 
operation for every quasi-block found in this way 
until the just found one consists of 1-elements only. 
Each quasi-block which can be isolated by this pro- 
cedure corresponds to a clique or to a subset includ- 
ed in a clique to be found later on or already detect- 
ed. We shall in the latter case use the expression 
pseudo-clique. 
Figure 6 represents a scheme of such an algorithm. 
It is possible to present the algorithm by means of a 
tree in which the matrix Q (L, T (L)) corresponds to 
the T(L)-th paraUel node on the last L-th sequential 
level under consideration, the top node correspond- 
ing to the original A (1to) matrix. 
In order to round off the clique detection algorithm, 
each clique or pseudo-clique which is found by 
descending the tree, has to be tested in regard to 
its "maximality". Indeed, assume that there is a real 
clique C in the subset X h (C C X h ; G C -- (C ,  U C > 
with U C = C x C). Assume further that there is 
another subset X h, for which it holds that 
X h n x h, = Xhh, =/: ¢ and also that 
C N X h, = Xh, C :/= ¢,  so that Xh, C 4: C (some 
elements of C do not belong to X h,). In that case 
Gh, C = <Xh,  C , Uh, C > is a complete subgraph of 
G h, because it holds that Uh, C = Xh, C x Xh, C • 
So quasi-blockdiagonalisation of the matrix Qh' may 
lead to the detection of a pseudo-clique Xh, C C C. 
The "sifting" out of pseudo-cliques has of course to 
be performed by mutual comparison of cliques or 
pseudo-cliques which are isolated in different, but 
overlapping, quasi-blocks. 
The algorithm in this provisional shape detects every 
clique in a given graph but not necessarily in an 
efficient way. Usually, different permutations ¢rcan 
be joined to one and the same graph indeed, leading 
to different adjacency matrices A(;r) with a quasi- 
.blockdiagonal configuration. EssentiaUy this is no 
anpediment to the application of the scheme of Fig. 
6 nor for the subsequent "sifting" procedure. 
_ START ) 
t 
l o s L=O T(L)--1 
Q{ L,T{L) ) =AC~,o) I 
L=L+I 1 L1--L-1 
I 
RESULT : Q(L~I) 
I = 1~ "" ! M(L) 
6 
1 @ 
CORRESPONDING TO l 
Q(L,T(L) )  ON 
PSCLIQ(K) I 
'-2'Y 
S IFT INg  OUT OF ] 
R 
PSCL IQ( I )  ! I= I ,  .. o 
I 
9K 
RESULT : CL IQ( J )  
J~ l ,  . . .gK' 
t 
[WRITE CLIQ( J-~ 
Fig. 6. 
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However, the less "informative" will be the chain 
of subsets ensuing from a quasi-blockdiagonalisa- 
tion of an adjacency matrix at a given stage, the 
higher and wider will be the corresponding part of 
the tree, and the more cliques and pseudo-cliques 
will have to be compared in pairs. 
It was already noted incidentally in section 1 that 
we consider "maximal" quasi-blockdiagonalisation 
as a matrix operation which is connected with an 
implicit maximalisation. We will try now to describe 
this maximalisation process and to justify it by 
means of the above-mentioned "informativeness" 
of the chain ofsubsets. 
3.1. Maximal quasi-blockdiagonalisation 
Besides as an instrumental notion leading to clique- 
detection, the concept of chain of subsets in a 
graph can also be used as synthetising image of this 
graph. The question then arises immediately which 
chain configuration carries - in view of its non- 
uniqueness - the most information. 
This question can probably be answered from differ- 
ent points of view. A possible approach consists in 
observing that an absolute maximum of data about 
the graph is transferred by the adjacency matrix A 
itself : each matrix element allows an unambiguous 
answer on the question whether the i-th element of 
X is connected with the j-th element or not. All 
possible further deductions about the structure 
which is present in the graph, can be made from 
the matrix A. 
So, in searching for a so-called "maximal informat- 
ive chain", it is significant wishing to give an a- 
priori judgement on a maximal number of potential 
links by means of the chain of subsets. By virtue of 
the given chain structure and the corresponding 
quasi-blockdiagonalised matrix, one can put that 
two elements, not belonging to one and the same 
subset in the chain, have no mutual relations and, 
consequently, that the corresponding element aij in 
the adjacency matrix is zero (the reverse.is not al- 
ways true; cfr. so-called "closed in" zero links). In 
this case aij lies outside each quasi-block. Maximal 
quasi-blockdiagonalisation ca therefore be consider- 
ed as finding the QBD matrix with a minimal num- 
ber of elements aij in the quasi-blocks Qh 
(h = 1 . . . . .  m). 
Let IX[ be the number of elements included in the 
set X, then we can present he number of potential 
links defined on the elements of the subset X h, by 
IX h x Xh[. Therefore, to the number of matrix 
elements M in the shaded part of the maximal QBD 
matrix A (rr * ) corresponds the following minimalisa- 
tion process (see Fig. 5) : 
M* =min {.NIX i x X i l - .Z  " I (x inx j )  x (xinxj) I 
7r i 1,j 
+ Z I(X in  n x (x  in  nxk)  i,j,k Xj Xk) Xj [ 
_ E I (x inx jnxknx l )  
i,j,k,1 
× (xinxjnxknxl) I  + . . .  ) 
where K = < X 1 . . . .  , X m > is the chain of subsets 
in G = < X, U ~> corresponding to the ordered set 
X =<x; r r>=<xv l  , xv2 . . . .  ,xv > (3.1) 
n 
In order that this extremum problem can be dealt 
with analytically from a mathematical standpoint, it 
is useful to transform it as follows. 
Let A(Tr) be the adjacency matrix of the graph 
G = < X, U >,  corresponding to the ordering 
X = < X ; lr > ,  then the following binary matrix 
A°(rt) is constructed, so that 
f ai°j(rr) = aj°i(~r) = 0 if 
ai°j (rr) = aj°i (zr) = 1 if 
i , j=  1 . . . . .  n 
aij(Tr) = aji(zr) = 1 
aij(rr ) = 0 
Laji(rr) = 0 
and / or 
A°(lr) is obtained by making A(rr) symmetrical (on- 
ly the mutual relations in A(rr) are preserved) and 
next by changing every zero into a one and vice 
versa. The symmetrisation is allowed because only 
the symmetrical relations are relevant for clique- 
detection. It follows that only the part of the matrix 
that is at one side of the main diagonal has to be 
considered. The interchanging of the 0-1 element 
permits the use of ordinary arithmetics to design a 
so-called "zero-counting" function. 
(3.1) 
tion problem : 
~*(A(lr*))  = max~__l  ~ i -  
~EH,, 
where  
n n 
= z n .a . . ° :  (rr) , 
k= j=k  lj 
n-~i_ l  + 1 
and 
A ° (rt) = P(rf) A°(Iro) P'('tr) 
is equivalent with the following maximalisa- 
~o=n 
(3.2) 
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q/is the sum of the row sums qci" These are in turn 
calculated as the number of l 's on the i-th row of 
go(q) (O's in A(Ir)) which are directly consecutive, 
starting from the right with a°n(rr), and in such a 
way that the calculated number of "expelled" l's on 
the i-th row is not greater than the corresponding 
number on the ( i - l ) - th  row. 
(3.2) is essentially a problem of non-linear 0-1 pro- 
gramming. A solution method of branch-and-bound 
type seemed to be the obvious approach, the natural 
branching procedure consisting in choosing as i-th 
item of the permutation vector zr, the element 
which maximises qJi in A o (z r). 
However, from computational experience we learned 
that it suffices to run through the corresponding 
enumeration-tree until a so-called "non-living" sub- 
set of the original solution set is encountered for the 
first time, that is until for the first time a zero-value 
of 9i is computed. The approximation which is 
found at that moment was in all examined cases 
near enough to the real optimum to interrupt. 
3.2. Generalized clique-detection 
l~ a(1) a(2) a(m) 
b i j -O  if ij + ij +""  + ij =0  
b i j=  1 if a{'l)lj +a(2)ij + ' ' "  + a(m)ij >0  
k_ 
with i, j = 1 . . . . .  m 
and a!. q) the element on the intersection of the i-th 1j 
row and j - th column of the matrix A q (see LUCE 
[121). 
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C THIS PROGRAM DETECTS ALL THE CLIQUES IN THE SENSE OF LUCE AND PERRy 
C (PS¥CHOMETRIKAtVOL 14 / l tPP .  360-37| )  IN A GRAPH WITH ADJACENCy- 
C MATRIX man. 
C INPUT PARAMETERS : M (NUMBER OF ROWS AND COLUMNS IN UAa) 
C D |TRESHOLD VALUE WITH REGARD TO THE 
C SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RELATIONS IN THE GRAPH| 
C JDIM |ESTIMATION OF THE PROBABLE MAXIMUM NUMBER 
C OF CLIQUES AND PSEUDO-CLIQUES PRESENT 
C IN THE GRAPH) 
C A (THE HeM ADJACENCY MATRIX OF THE GRAPH) 
C THE ACTUAL DIMENSIONS OCCURRING IN THE COMMON BLOCKS SHOULD BE 
C EQUAL TO THE FOLLOWING VALUES : B1 : JDIM*M 
C B2 : JOIM*M 
C B3 : N 
C B4 : M 
C B5 : N 
C B6 : JD IN  
C THE. LABELS OF THE CLIQUE-ELEMENTS IN THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM 
C CORRESPOND TO THE ORIGINAL PERMUTATION OF THE ADJACENCY-MATRIX 
C iA I  t I .E .  THE I -TH ROW AND COLUMN OF mAm CORRESPONDS TO AN ITEM 
C WHICH IS LABELLED Wln- 
C 
INTEGER A(30~3Oj tO 
COMMON /B I /  IO l l l3OOOJ  
COMMON /BU ID21130~0;  
COMMON IB3 /  ID31(30v30)  t IO32|30t30)  
COHMON /B~/  ID~I I30 ,30) t ID~2130)  
COMMON /B§ /  IO§ l l3O)  
COMMON /B61 IO61( lOO)  
READI l t201)  H 
READI l t2O l J  D 
READI ly201)  JDIN 
READIIt2OO) ( IA l I t J J t J= l tM l t I= l tM)  
CALL CLIDETIA,DwMIJDIM) 
CALL EXIT 
200 FORMAT (2014)  
201 FORMAT I l k )  
END 
15. Meeusen, W. and L. Cuyvers, "Quasi-blokdiagonalisatie 
van matrices - een instrument voor strukturele analyse 
van systemen (eerste versie)"; Working Paper, nr 74/12, 
Rijksuniversitair Centrum Antwerpen, Faculteit Toege- 
paste Economische Wetenschappen, Antwerpen, 1974, 
36 p. 
16. Peay, E. R., "Hierarchical clique structures" ; Sociomej_u~ 
vol. 37/1, March 1974, pp. 54-65. 
17. Simpson, D. and J. Tsukui, "The fundamental structure 
of input-output tables. An international comparison"; 
Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 47/4, Novem- 
ber 1965, pp. 434-446. 
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SUBROUTINE CLIOET(AtDtNt JDIM| 
C C THIS SUBROUTINE DETECT.S ALL THE CLIQUES AS WELL AS A NUNBER OF 
pSEUDO-CLIQUES IN THE GRAPH bITH ADJACENCY MATRIX mAN. 
C 
t~ INTEGER X 130t30) ~OB1 |30,30)  • CLI lOOt 301 tQB|30~ 30I tP(30) sCLENG| lOO| 
INTEGER A|M~MJtDtCLCUM 
COMMON /B I /  X~,QB1 
COMMON /B2/  CL 
COMMON /B6/  QB,P 
COMMON /B6/  CLENG 
ICUN=I 
GLCUM=O 
N~M- I  
£ 
C $YHMETRISATION AND CICHOTOMISATION OF mAW AND INTERCHANGING 
C OF THE mort AND #11 ELEMENTS. INITIALISAI ION OF wXtt NQBlW AND NpN° 
C 
DO 5 I=l~M 
DO 6 J=ItM 
IF |A | I I J J -D)  2 ,1 t I  
I IF (A I Jp I | -O]  2o3~3 
2 X| I t J )= l  
X | J t I l - - I  
GOIO 6 
3 XlIwJI--O 
X l J l  l )=0 
CONTINUE 
5 Xi l I l l - -O  
Off 6 l= I iM  
DO 6 J=ltM 
6 QBI I I~J i=O 
DO 7 I=lz, M 
QBI I I t I )= I  
7 P I I I=QBI I lw I J  
L=M 
C 
C QUASI-SLOGKOIAGONALISATION OF "X ~. THE PERMUTATION VECTORS CORRES- 
G PONDING TO THE RESUI..,TING QUASI-BLOCKS ARE JOINED TO THE QBI-STACK. 
C 
100 CALL QBDIA|X,PtMeLel I IQBI 
11=IGUN-1 
IF | I1 -11  22,20120 
20 DO 21 l= l t l l  
JI=ICUN+I | - I  
J2=ICUM-I+ 1 
DO 21 J=I IN 
21 QBI | J I .  J )=QB1(J2oJ|  
22 DO 26 I= l .  I I  
00 23 J= l tL  
23 qB l l l t J l=QB| l~ J}  
LI=L÷~ 
00 26 J=LI,M 
26 QBII I~JI=O 
ICUM=ICUH~II-1 
25 DO 26 'L=I IN  
IF IQB I I I t L | ¿  27127t26 
26 CONTINUE 
L=M 
GOTO 28 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
27 L=L-I 
28 IF {L-2J 40,40,2~ 
29 DO 30 I=I ,L  
30 P l l )=QBl l l t l )  
K=O 
TEST ON THE QUASI-BLOCK =A" CORRESPONDING TO "QBI([J" - DOES I t  
CONSIST OF I-ELEMENTS ONLY ? 
DO 32 I=I,M 
DO 31 J=I,L 
IF I I -¢B I i I , J )~  31,32 ,31  
31 CONTINUE 
K=K+I 
LL=L~K 
P ILL )=I  
32 CONTINUE 
CALL PERNU (X ,P ,A ,MJ  
LL=L- I  
DO 33 I= I~LL  
II=I+I 
DO 33 J= I I~L  
IF  IA I I , J J I  33.33 ,100  
33 CONTINUE 
STORAGE OF THE CLIQUE OR PSEUDO-CLIqUE CORRESPONDING TO "QBIIIIN 
ON "EL" .  
40 CLCUN=CLCUM÷I 
IF ICLCUM-JDIM) 42 ,42 .41  
41 WRITE 13,210} 
RETURN 
42 DO 43 |= l ,M 
43 CL(CLCUMj I J=QBI l Ie l )  
CLENGICLCUNJ=L 
DO 44 I= l ,NM 
I I= l+ l  
DO 44 J= l~ 
46 QBII I=JI=QBII I I , J I  
00 45 I= I~N 
45 QBI IH=I )=O 
ICUM=ICUM-I 
IF  I ICUM) 50t5Ot25 
START OF THE "SIFTINGW-PROCEDURE. 
50 CALL $1FTIN|N~JDIMeCLCUNeCLENG,CL) 
RETURN 
210 FORMAT 149H JDIM IS CHOOSEN TOO SMALL - EXECUTION SUPPRESSED) 
ENC 
J 
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SUBROUIINE QBOIA(A,PtMeNl~II ,QB) 
C C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A QUASI-BLOCKD[AGONALISATION OPERATION 
C ON THE (NIoN1) OIMENSIONED LEFT UPPER CORNER OF THE MATRIX xXI 
C pERMUTED ACCOROING TO THE VECTOR up ,  THE PERMUTATION VECTORS 
C CORRESPONDING TO THE RESULTING mI[N QUASI-BLOCKS ARE STORED iN THE 
C MATRIX "GBm" 
C INTEGER A|MtM),P(MJtQBIM~M}vPP 
INTEGER XX|3Ot30) IX I30~30) tXX i3Ot30} 
DIMENSION MU|30) 
COMMON /B3/  XXjX 
COMMON IB6 /  XX 
COMMON IBSI MU 
CALL PERMUIA,PtXI,M) 
N=N1 
L=O 
¢ 
C 
C 
COUNTING OF THE 1-ELEnENTS ON THE i-TH ROW ( I=L ,o . . ,N1)  
CHOICE OF THE ROW UK~" CORRESPONDING TO THE MAXIMUM° 
DO I I= I IN I  
00 1 J= I ,N I  
1 X i l , J |=X l ( l , J |  
2 L=L* l  
LL=L- I  
IF (L -N1+2)"3 ,3 ,5C 
3 DO 8 K=L,N1 
MU(KI=O 
MUI=I 
MU.2=X 
MU3=O 
JJ=NI-N+I 
DO ~ J=JJtN1 
6 MUIK)=MUIKJ*XIKtJ) 
IF (LLJ 8 ,8 t5  
5 DO 7 IX=l ,LL  
DO 6 I= l t l l  
MUI=MUI*X|IsK| 
6 MU2=MU2*X(|mL) 
7 MU3=MU3÷(MU1-MU2) 
8 MU|K)=MU(KJ-MU3 
MM=MUiL) 
LL=L+l 
00 ~ J=LLtN1 
9 MM=MAXOiMMtMU|J)| 
KA=L-1 
10 KA=KA+I 
IF (MUfKA)-MM) lOt l l t lO  
11 IF (MUiKA)J 50tSOe20 
PERMUTATION OF aKAU AND mLm IN mX"o 
20 KAI 'KA-L 
IF (KA1) 30130121 
21 PP-'-P (KA) 
DO 22 I=I ,KA1 
L2=L4wKA1- i 
L3=L2+l 
22 P(L3)=P|L2J 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PIL)=PP 
CALL PERM2iX.XXjL~KA.MJ 
DO 23 I= I .N I  
00 23 J= I .N I  
23 X I I , J )=XX| I , J )  
SHIFTING TO THE RIGHT OF THE I-ELEMENTS ON THE L-TH ROW° 
30 I I l= - I  
l=kl-N*l  
311=l - I  
32 IF I I - IN l - I I I - l ) )  33t40,60 
33 I=I#l  
IF IX IL .  I} - I}  32 ,36a32 
34 l I I= l I I÷ l  
M I=NI - I I I  
IF IM I - I )  40.40 .35  
35 IF IX iL .M1}- I )  36 .34t34  
36 I L=P I I )  
P ( I |=P IMI |  
P IM1)=IL  
CALL PERMI IXtXX,Ml t I ,M  ) 
DO 37 I I= l tN I  
DO 37 J l= l tN l  
37 X l I l t J l l=XX( I l t J l l  
GOIO 31 
CALCULATION OF PHI-VALUE (N} ON THE L-TH ROW. 
~0 DO ~9 I= I .L  
IF IX l l .h l | |  61 .49 .61  
61 IF I I - I )  ~ .2 .42 .63  
~2 NN=NI 
GOTO 44 
63 I I= I - I  
NN=MU1111 
MUX=X 
MUII }=0 
J= - I  
6§ J= J# l  
IF I J -N I÷l l  66~69t69 
66 IF | J -NN} 67.6914S 
67 Mi=NI - J  
MU|=MU I*X i I ,MI} 
IF /MUl l  68t691,68 
48 MUI I J=MU| I I+NUI  
GOTO 65 
69 CONTINUE 
N=MU|L| 
IF IN |  50tSOt2  
DETERMINATION OF THE PERMUTATION VECTORS mQBm. CORRESPONDING 
TO THE QBD-CONFIGURATION OF THE MATRIX wXn° 
50 DO 51 I= l tN  
DO 51 J= l tM 
51 qB I l i J )=O 
I 1=0 
I I= l  
NN--N1 
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DO 56 X=I~RI 
J=O 
DO 52 J=I.NN 
jJ=N|-J +1 
IF [X l I td J~l  53.53.52 
52 cONT|NUE 
GOIO 56 
53 |2--JJ-I+l 
DO 54 X1 = l t I2  
K3=I+II-I 
54 Q B( l l t l l }=p l  13} 
IF / j J -N I}  55 .10Qt lO0 
55 I I= I  I+1 
NN--NI-JJ 
56 cONTINUE 
lO0 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE S IF I IN  (H , JD IMtNPS,LE ,CL1)  
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SIFTS OUT THE CLIQUES IN nCL I " .  
C 
INTEGER CL I ( JO IM,MI ,P ,T .T IeTCUNtTTCUN 
INTEGER CL2( lO0 .30 l  eTT I30 |  
DIMENSIOk LE|NFS) 
COMMON /B1/  EL2 
COMMON /B3 /  TT 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
THE CLIQUES AND PSEUDO-CLIQUES IN "CL I I I | "  | I= I ,o . .eNPS)  ARE 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO THEIR LENGTH "LE | I t ' .  IN EACH CLIQUE THE 
ELEMENTS ARE GRDERED ACCORDING TO THEIR NUMERICAL "NAME # . 
MM=M-1 
T=O 
P=M+l 
1 P=P-1 
TX=O 
IF (P) 6w6w2 
2 DO 5 I=IwNPS 
IF I LE I I ) -P )  513~5 
3 T=T÷I  
T I=T I+I  
DO 4 3=I,M 
4 CL2I T~J I=CL I |  I t  J) 
5 CONTINUE 
TTIPJ=T1 
GOTO I 
6 DO 13 I=ItNPS 
DO T J=ItN 
7 CL I I Ie J I=O 
J2=O 
DE] 12 J= l jN  
DO S J l= l .M 
IF (CL2( I , J I |}  11 ,11t8  
8 IF | J -CL2( I , J I | |  ~;,10,'~ 
9 CONTINUE 
GOTO 12 
10 J2=J2+l  
CL I I  I , J2 J= J  
GOTQ 12 
11 J3=J1 -1  
IF I J3 - J2 J  13 ,13 ,12  
12 CONTINUE 
13 CONTINUE 
EACH ITEM IN "CL1 n |S  COHPARED NITH EACH CLIQUE ALREADY FOUND IN 
mCL2nt STARTING HITH THE CLIQUES AND PSEUDO-CLIQUES ~ITH 
MAXIMAL LENGTH. 
DO 20 I= I ,NP$  
DO 20 J= l ,M 
20 CL2| I . J /=O 
DO 21 I= I ,H  
21 CL2( I t l ]=CL I ( l t  I |  
TTCU~O 
TCUM=O 
K=M 
22 K :K -1  
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IF (K) 40140,23 
2.3 IF [TT[K] !  Z2t22t24  
2~ TTCUN-'-TTCUM÷TTI K ) 
IF [TCUM| 25225t2G 
25 J=l  
JCUM = I 
I f=2  
GOT(] 2"/ 
26 J=TCUM 
JCUM=O 
27 J= J+ l  
IF (J-TTCUH| 29~29t28 
28 TcuM=TCUM4"JCUM 
TTiKI=JCUM 
G(][O 22 
29 I= 1 
30 J l=O 
J2=O 
31 J l= J l+ l  
J2=J2+1 
IF (CL I ( J t J I | )  27t27 ,32  
32 IF (CL2( I , J2 / |  35,35~33 
33 IF (CL l i J , J1 ) -CL2 i le J2 | |  35,31134 
3~ J2=-J2 ~ 1 
GOTO 32 
35 I= I~ l  
IF [[-TCUM-JCUM| 30,30o3b 
36 DO 37 J J= I ,M 
37 CL2 I I I . J J I=CL I I J t J J i  
I I= I I+ l  
JCUtC=JCUM~ 1 
GOTO 27 
C 
C PRINTING OF THE RESULTS IN ICL2"  ACCORDING TO THE LENGTH OF THE 
C CLIQUES. 
C 
~0 1 I= I I -1  
K=I 
~RITE i 3 t1031 
MRITE (3 t  104|  
NRITE I3 ,105)  
MRITE (3 t  106J 
liRl ;E (3 ,107)  
DO 43 |=2,M 
1 l=N-  I ~2 
IF ( IT I I I I J  43 ,43 .41  
41 MRITE i 3 ,102|  
MRITE (3 t100)  11 
WRITE i3~ 102)  
K I=KtTT ( !11 -1  
DO 42 J=K,K1 
42 IR ITE K3.102|  (CL2( J , J l |e J l= l ,111  
K=K..'TT ( I ! ) 
43 CONTINUE 
MRITE (3 ,1021 
MRITE |3 ,101)  
MRITE i3 t102} 
DO 44 1=K,11 
44 MR|TE (3 ,102)  CL2( I ,1 |  
klRI TE 431102} 
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Z0S ~:OR"~-~,~.~ . . . . . . .  C S)Is--..~:'~'~-~S~:o.: ,.c~:,.r~F: . . .  ~ :TH £Dd£CENCV-NATP,~X °°A~ CONTAINS THEI 
:06  FO~4£I"  !i . . . . .  ~':"'~ . . . . . .  . :~£:~,~:L~ -~.:~J,,i=E.~ 3"0 THE I-TH I l l  AND COLUIN OF ~A~i 
0. .0  .~~,==~ . ~.,v-4:Cu~'~<,=~ONOS AN ~LENER'f 11714 LABEL ~I~}:} 
xC'~ -.~:,-~,:.:.~ L~.£~£.5;-;\T£i± Sgg~:,~g~,.aH~.'.'- L~VEL ~PPLEffD TO THE I:LEMENTS| 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ,23HOi  ~"  15  £q=UIL  :0 =O=ol  
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sUBROUTINE PERM2iXtV,LtKtM| 
£ THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE IMoM) MATRIX mXW 
£ aRINGSHXFT N PERHUTATION . THE K-TH ITEM BECOMES 
£ £ I-TH ITEM BECOMES THE I I * I} - IH  I I=L~, . , tK - I I .  
{ INTEGER X(MtM)eYiMtMJ 
KK=K* l 
LL=L-I  
LL -L* I  
IF ILL)  7o7e1 
I DO 6 I= I , LL  
YlL~.l)=X|Ke [ ) 
y ( IeL J=X| I tK J  
DO 2. J=IeLL 
2 Y( [v J |=X( le J |  
DO 3 J=LI tK  
J J=J-  1 
y ( I t J}=Xl I t J J J  
3 Y i J t  I )=x | J J~ | )  
IF |KK-M} ~6v6 
6 DO 5 J=KKtM 
y( Ie J l=X( l t J )  
5 Y(Jt  I )=X( J t  I )  
6 CONTINUE 
7 DO 9 [=LICK 
I I= I -1  
Y I I . L}=X(  I I  .K} 
Y(Lt I}=X|K~I I}  
DO 8 J=L l tK  
J J=J-1 
8 Y ( lw J J=X/ I l t J J )  
9 CONTINUE 
IF (KK-M) lOt lOe16 
10 DO 13 I=KK~H 
Y(Lt |}=X(Kt  I | 
Y(!~LJ=XI IsK) 
DO 11 J=L l tK  
J Ja J -  1 
Y ( l t J |=X(  IeJ J J  
11 Y( J t  [ J=X( J J t ] )  
00 12 J=KK.M 
12 X( l . J l=X i l~ J )  
13 CONTINUE 
16 Y| L~LJ='X'iK,KJ 
RETURN 
END 
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